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Citrus Update

West Central Market News

• Grapefruit: Limited amount
of grapefruit being
harvested in the Coachella.
• Lemons: There are good
supplies of 165s and larger.
Supplies are limited on 200s/
235s. Mexican season has
ended.
• Limes (Persian): Prices
remain steady But values are
still with 110/150s.
• Navel Oranges: There are
deals on 113s and smaller
for the upcoming holiday
season.
• Texas/Florida Citrus: Texas
supplies are good. Florida
supplies on navels and
grapefruit are limited this
week due to Christmas fund
raising.
• Specialty Citrus : Satsuma,
pomelo and Fairchild have
started. Clementine oranges
have started with increasing
availability. Minnies and
blood oranges are starting in
the next few weeks.
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Artichokes: Availability is much better and we are finally seeing
small numbers of small loose (baby ) artichokes, most all are coming
in with some frost damage but overall quality is good, just not as
cosmetic as usual.
Asparagus: Demand is starting do decline with the end of the
Christmas shipping demand but prices remain firm, quality is very
good.
Avocados: The market is trying to firm up but demand has been
slow, the overall market is up slightly but there are still lots of deals
out there so in LA there is very little change in pricing.
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Cabbage, Cauliflower, Broccoli, Iceberg, Romaine, and Leaf
Lettuce: So far the desert season has been a big flop as far as the
growers are concerned; prices remain low and inventory plentiful; a
couple of odd ball items are still snug and are maintaining margins,
most notably celery and purple cauliflower; demand exceeds supply
on both of those.

West Central Produce
• Egg Update: 2/20# liquid
whole eggs #3663.
• #16543 Pork butts frozen.
• #16832 chicken breast randoms
frozen.
• Tomatoes : Mexican tomato
market is finally seeing some
relief. Area there is more
volume available on Roma
tomatoes. Rounds are starting
to become more available as
well.

Melons: All melons remain in light supply and pricing remains very
strong; watermelons continue to rise and cantaloupes are also
strong but are showing signs of slowing down the advance; best
deals right now continue to be on honeydews.
Stone Fruit: Supplies of cherries, apricots, yellow peaches, and
yellow nectarines are good and prices are still on the high side; the
first boat of stone fruit is set to unload today or tomorrow and we
will be seeing prices start to come off as the boat fruit hits the
market; we are expecting some white peaches on this vessel so we
can add those to our available stone fruit.

• Look for market to stabilize in
the next couple of weeks,
cherries .
Green and Red Bell Peppers:
• Prices have firmed for green bell
peppers from Mexico. Production
is on the increase, However the
size profile is heavy to smaller
sizes, characterized by a wide
range in quality. Red and yellow
bells from Mexico will be in tight
supply through mid-. December,
possibly early January; the harvest
in Coachella is winding down.
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